Rapidly reversible chlorophyll fluorescence quenching induced by pulses of supersaturating light in vivo.
The saturation pulse method provides a means to distinguish between photochemical and non-photochemical quenching, based on the assumption that the former is suppressed by a saturating pulse of light (SP) and that the latter is not affected by the SP. Various types of non-photochemical quenching have been distinguished by their rates of dark relaxation in the time ranges of seconds, minutes, and hours. Here we report on a special type of non-photochemical quenching, which is rapidly induced by a pulse of high-intensity light, when PS II reaction centers are closed, and rapidly relaxes again after the pulse. This high-intensity quenching, HIQ, can be quantified by pulse-amplitude-modulation (PAM) fluorimetry (MULTI-COLOR-PAM, high sensitivity combined with high time resolution) via the quasi-instantaneous post-pulse fluorescence increase that precedes recovery of photochemical quenching in the 100-400-µs range. The HIQ amplitude increases linearly with the effective rate of quantum absorption by photosystem II, reaching about 8% of maximal fluorescence yield. It is not affected by DCMU, is stimulated by anoxic conditions, and is suppressed by energy-dependent non-photochemical quenching (NPQ). The HIQ amplitude is close to proportional to the square of maximal fluorescence yield, Fm', induced by an SP and varied by NPQ. These properties are in line with the working hypothesis of HIQ being caused by the annihilation of singlet excited chlorophyll a by triplet excited carotenoid. Significant underestimation of maximal fluorescence yield and photosystem II quantum yield in dark-acclimated samples can be avoided by use of moderate SP intensities. In physiologically healthy illuminated samples, NPQ prevents significant lowering of effective photosystem II quantum yield by HIQ, if excessive SP intensities are avoided.